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Abstract—In this paper, the dynamics of rain attenuation are examined, and dynamic diversity gain is
evaluated for a pico-scale site diversity system. Since modern satellite communication systems operate
at frequencies above 10 GHz, their efficient design requires the adoption of Propagation Impairment
Mitigation techniques and so rain attenuation time series synthesizers. For rain attenuation, which
is the most dominant fading mechanism, the dynamic stochastic model, proposed by Maseng-Bakken,
based on the lognormal distribution is the most widely accepted and used. In this latter model, the
dynamic parameter is required for the generation of slant path rain attenuation time series. In this
paper, firstly, a simple expression is proposed for the calculation of the dynamic parameter in terms
of the mean wind speed, elevation angle of the link, and dynamic parameter of rainfall rate. The new
theoretical expression is tested with simulated data with very encouraging results. This expression is
then used into a unified rain attenuation synthesizer with inputs from the rainfall rate statistics and
the satellite slant path characteristics. Finally, the dynamic diversity gain is calculated for pico-scale
site diversity systems for various link characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The migration of the operating frequencies at Ka-band and above is due to the congestion of conventional
frequency bands and the higher available bandwidth. At these high frequency bands, the atmospheric
phenomena affect signal propagation. Rain fading is the worst propagation factor that deteriorates the
system’s performance. For compensating the several dB of atmospheric attenuation without significantly
increasing system margins, Propagation Impairment Mitigation Techniques have been identified [1],
and most of them are already employed in DVB-S2 standardized satellite systems [2]. Such techniques
include adaptive techniques which depend on the dynamics of atmospheric attenuation.

Therefore, for the evaluation of the system’s performance simultaneously adopting PIMTs, time
series synthesizers of rain attenuation are needed. One of the most widely used rain attenuation time
series generator is the dynamic stochastic model presented firstly in [3]. In this model, rain attenuation is
modeled as a stochastic process and described with a first-order stochastic differential equation. Among
the parameters of this model, the dynamic parameter is defined which is related to the autocorrelation
of rain attenuation and so the rain attenuation dynamics. This parameter depends on the geometrical,
electrical link characteristics and the properties of rainfall medium, as this has been pointed out also in
the related references [3–6]. In [7, 8], expressions for the calculation of dynamic parameter for terrestrial
links based on experimental data have been proposed recently.

Moreover, a very effective but cost-inefficient PIMT is site diversity [1]. In site diversity systems
two or more base stations are communicating with the same satellite. Therefore, exploiting the spatial
variations of rainfall medium, the probability of the simultaneous exceedance of rain attenuation becomes
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lower than the exceedance of rain attenuation on a single link. In [9], the metric of dynamic diversity
gain is introduced which gives the diversity gain on temporal domain. In site diversity systems, the
larger the separation distance is between the two ground stations, the lower the outage probability is.
However, there are special categories of site diversity systems such as the short-scale, micro-scale or
pico-scale site diversity systems [9, 10], which have not been studied in depth. Pico-scale diversity can
be applied to the sports events broadcasting when the ground stations are close to each other around
the stadium.

In this paper, firstly, a simple expression is derived and proposed for the calculation of the dynamic
parameter for the generation of slant path rain attenuation time series. The expression is obtained
using synthesized rain attenuation time series applying the Synthetic Storm Technique [11] (SST)
to rain rate measurements obtained inside the campus of National Technical University of Athens
(NTUA) [6]. The SST is used only as a substitute of beacon measurements, in order to proceed to
the parametrization of the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation. Then using the proposed expression
for the dynamic parameter, a unified synthesizer is proposed using Stochastic Differential Equations
(SDEs) [4, 12, 13] with inputs from the rainfall rate statistics and the satellite link geometrical and
electrical characteristics. The second part of the manuscript is devoted to the investigation of the
dynamic properties of rain attenuation in pico-scale site diversity systems. The dynamic diversity gain
is explained and evaluated using synthesized rain attenuation time series for two stations separated
387 m distance. In the numerical results section, the proposed expression is given as a function of the
wind speed and elevation angle, and then, it is tested with very good results. Finally, the first-order
statistics of the dynamic diversity gain of the pico-scale site diversity system are presented for various
cases.

2. RAIN ATTENUATION DYNAMICS

In this section, firstly the rain rate dataset is briefly explained, and then the rain attenuation dynamics
assumed in this paper are given.

As firstly presented in [6], rain rate time series were measured in two sites inside the NTUA campus
with a 387 m separation distance. Two tipping buckets have been placed at the campus of National
Technical University of Athens with a resolution of 0.2 mm per tip. In this paper, the measurements for
2 consecutive years have been employed. From the measured rainfall amount per tip the rain rate has
been calculated according to the methodology given in [14] and also used in [15]. In Fig. 1, the CCDF
of rain rate for the 2-year period is given for both sites.

Using the SST, rain attenuation time series have been generated for various link characteristics
using as input the measured rain rate time series. The SST is used since there are no measurements for

Figure 1. CCDF of rain rate for two years for
the two sites.

Figure 2. Rain attenuation event and the
corresponding rainfall rate event.
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Athens. In Fig. 2 an example of rain attenuation time series for a rain event is shown. The corresponding
rainfall rate event is also depicted. The SST has been applied to the rain rate measurements for an
elevation angle of 30◦, frequency of 20 GHz and wind speed equal to 5m/s. However, the models based
on SDEs do not necessitate the measurement of rain rate time series, thus making it easier to be
used. According to the model presented in [3], the spectrum of the underline Gaussian process of rain
attenuation stochastic process is:

PSD(f) = 1

/[
1 +

(
2πf

βA

)2
]

(1)

where βA is the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation. As can be observed, the dynamics of rain
attenuation depend on the parameter βA.

In this paper, the two methods are used in a complementary manner in order to be able to synthesize
rain attenuation data for various link characteristics and proceed to the modeling of the dynamic
parameter βA. It must be noted that for the SST, the analysis on the dynamics and power spectrum of
rain attenuation modeled with SST has been presented in [16]. It must be noted that rain attenuation
power spectrum is modeled in a different way with SST than the SDE based model (Eq. (1)). However,
it has been observed in [6] that SST can be used for the extraction of the dynamic parameter through
the fitting of the PSD of synthesized data to the theoretical expression (Eq. (1)) with good accuracy.
The values obtained in [6] and in this work are comparable to those obtained by other studies (see [6]).
Therefore, the SST here is used in order to be able to synthesize rain attenuation data for a great
number of link characteristics and used in order to parameterize a SDE based synthesizer which takes
a smaller number of parameters as input than SST.

For the same configuration as in Fig. 2, but with wind speed equal to 7 m/s the power spectral
density of the underlined Gaussian process of rain attenuation is given in Fig. 3. In the same figure the
theoretical PSD of 1 is depicted after its fitting to the experimental PSD. For this specific example the
dynamic parameter is equal to 1.25 · 10−2 min−1. Here it must be noted that the dynamic parameter of
rain rate derived from the experimental time series is 9.12 · 10−2 min−1 a value higher than this of rain
attenuation, as this is expected [3].

3. UNIFIED RAIN ATTENUATION SYNTHESIZER

As reported in the introduction section, dynamic parameter depends on the link characteristics and
climatic region. Therefore, in order to obtain a synthesizer which is able to reproduce time series of
rain attenuation for satellite links with different characteristics, an expression is needed for the dynamic
parameter. The climatic characteristics determine the dynamic parameter of rainfall rate.

Figure 3. Experimental and fitted PSD of rain
attenuation.

Figure 4. 3D plot of dynamic parameter as a
function of wind speed and elevation angle.
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An extensive investigation of the sensitivity of the dynamic parameters to the various parameters of
the link has been presented in [6]. It was found that the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation mostly
depends on wind speed and elevation angle. Therefore, the proposed model will be an expression of
these two parameters and the dynamic parameter of rain rate. As explained in the previous section we
first applied the SST to the rain rate measurements for typical values of the wind speed from 5 m/sec
to 12 m/sec with a step of 1 m/sec and for elevation angle from 10◦ to 80◦ with step of 5◦. In Fig. 4,
the obtained values of the dynamic parameters for these cases are shown.

It can be observed that with the increase of elevation angle and wind speed the dynamic parameter
is increased. This occurs due to the decrease of autocorrelation of the rainfall medium for the latter
case and due to the increase of path length for the former case.

From fitting procedures, the following expression is found:

βA = βR (0.0053V + 0.002) θ−0.0228V +0.5285 (2)

where V is the wind speed (m/sec), θ the elevation angle in degrees, βR the dynamic parameter of rain
rate.

Consequently, based on the previous expression a unified rain attenuation time series synthesizer
is presented in Fig. 5. Using as input, the first order statistical parameters of lognormal distribution
of rain rate (Rm, SR), the dynamic parameter of rain rate (βR) and the link characteristics (elevation
angle θ, frequency f and polarization angle τ), the statistical parameters of rain attenuation (Am,
SA) can be calculated through the methodology presented in [5] and also employing (2), the dynamic
parameter of rain attenuation is computed. Then using the analytical solution of Langevin SDE given
in [4], the time series of process Xt are generated and through the transform A(t) = Am exp(SAXt) the
rain attenuation time series are obtained. Here we employ the proposed synthesizer for the derivation of
rain attenuation series for two different values of elevation angle. The time series snapshots are shown
in Fig. 6, for two links with Ground station located at Athens, operating frequency at 30 GHz and 45◦
and 20◦ elevation angle. For the computation of the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation, the wind
speed was considered equal to 12 m/s. As shown in Fig. 6, the decrease of elevation angle has a high
impact on the time series, increasing the rate of change.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the unified rain attenuation time series synthesizer.

Figure 6. Time series of rain attenuation synthesized with the unified rain attenuation synthesizer
model for two different links.
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4. DYNAMIC DIVERSITY GAIN

In site diversity systems the satellite communicates with more than one Earth-stations. In this kind of
configuration, the probability that rain attenuation takes a value above a certain threshold is lower than
the case of a single Earth-satellite link. Therefore, a gain is observed in comparison to single satellite
links. This gain is called diversity gain and it is calculated as:

DG = ASL − ASD (3)

where ASL is the rain attenuation induced on a single link, used as a reference and ASD, rain attenuation
induced on the system.

In case that the site diversity satellite system with n ground stations also adopts the Selection
Combining (SC), the rain attenuation induced on the system is:

ASC = min{A1, A2, . . . , An} (4)

where Ai, with i = 1, . . . , n, is the rain attenuation induced in all links. In classical approaches,
including the recommendation of ITU-R. P. 618 [17], the diversity gain is computed from 3, for a given
time percentage, i.e., the values of attenuation exceed for a P% over a year. However, the diversity gain
has also been defined as the dynamic diversity gain using the following notation [9]:

GD(t) = AS(t) − AJ (t) (5)

In the above equation, the diversity gain is defined on temporal domain rather than on time percentage
as in [18, 19]. The variable AJ(t) is:

AJ (t) = min {A1(t), A2(t), . . . , An(t)} (6)

Using the rain rate data as described previously and applying the SST, we obtain rain attenuation
time series for the two sites. The availability of joint rainfall rate time series is 100%. Using (5),
the diversity gain can be calculated. In Fig. 7, a snapshot of diversity gain is shown for a dual site
diversity system with wind speed equal to 10 m/s, elevation angle 30◦ and operating frequency 20 GHz.
It can be observed that a gain exists even for this small separation distance, i.e., 387 m. For the
same configuration, the exceedance probability of diversity gain is given, in Fig. 2. A diversity gain
of more than 10 dB for time percentage lower than 0.01% can be achieved, showing that pico-scale
diversity systems can be very effective for rain attenuation mitigation. Here, it must be noted that
the significance of pico-scale diversity systems has been highlighted in [10]. In the analysis of the later
paper, a diversity gain (considering the expression for a certain exceedance percentage of attenuation)
of 6–8 dB for high attenuation values (low probability levels) has been found.

Figure 7. Time series of dynamic diversity
gain, joint rain attenuation and rain attenuation
induced on the single link used as reference.

Figure 8. CCDF of dynamic diversity gain.
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, firstly, the expression given in (2) is compared to the actual values of the dynamic
parameter of rain attenuation for the calculation of the relative error and then a unified a rain
attenuation synthesizer is presented. The data set by which (2) is derived is used. As aforementioned,
the dynamic parameter of rain rate for this particular case is 9.12 · 10−2 min−1. The error for this
first data set is shown in Table 1. The RMS error is small and equal to 3.1%. However, such small
value is expected since this data set has been already used for the derivation of the tested expression.
Therefore, a second data set is used in which rain rate time series measured at the campus of NTUA
for the same time period but at a different spatial point than this of the first data set are used for
the derivation of the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation as explained in the previous sections. The
dynamic parameter of rain rate at the second data set is 9.31 · 10−2 min−1. Now, using the theoretical
expression of 2, the error is computed for this second data set and shown in Table 1. It can be observed
that for this case too the error remains low and equal to 5.61%.

In the same table the statistics of the error are shown for the same two data sets, but for a greater
frequency of 30 GHz. The error is exactly the same. This may be because as found in [6], the frequency
does not play a role on the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation. This may hold since (1) refers to
the underlined Gaussian process. However, the similarity on the values of the dynamic parameter on
the frequency does not mean that the dynamics of rain attenuation are the same and independent of
the frequency, since as shown in [3], the temporal correlation of rain attenuation depends also on the
mean value and standard deviation of rain attenuation.

Considering the dynamic diversity gain, it has been shown in Fig. 8 that a diversity gain can be
observed for a pico-scale site diversity system. Here, using the synthesized data, the CCDF of the
dynamic diversity gain is calculated for a link of 20 GHz and 30◦ elevation angle for two different values
of wind speed: 7 m/s and 12 m/s. The results are shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that the gain

Table 1. Mean value, standard deviation and RMS value of the relative error in % for two different
data sets and for frequency equal to 20 GHz and 30 GHz.

Data Set — freq (GHz) εmean εstd εRMS

1–20 0.3 3.1 3.1

2–20 4.7 3 5.6

1–30 0.3 3.1 3.1

2–30 4.7 3 5.6

Figure 9. CCDF of diversity gain for wind speed:
7m/s, 12 m/s.

Figure 10. CCDF of diversity gain for various
elevation angles.
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is increased when the wind speed is increased. Moreover, the CCDF has been calculated for different
elevation angles. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Here it is observed that the dynamic diversity gain is
higher for low elevation angles. All these curves can be used for the efficient evaluation and installation
of broadband pico-scale site diversity systems operating at Ku band and above.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, firstly, an expression for the calculation of the dynamic parameter of rain attenuation
is presented. The expression is given as a function of the wind speed, elevation angle and dynamic
parameter of rain rate. Then a unified rain attenuation synthesizer is proposed based on SDEs, which
takes into account the various characteristics (climatic and link) for the generation of rain attenuation
time series. It can be used for the calculation of the first (long term exceedance probability) and second
order statistics (fade slope, fade durations, autocorrelation and hitting time statistics) of slant path
rain attenuation with various electrical and geometrical characteristics. Moreover, the proposed model
can be applied to the prediction of the performance of satellite fade mitigation techniques, such as
Time diversity [20], or adaptive coding and modulation and power control. Also, with the extension
of the model to multidimensional case [21], the proposed model can be used for interference analysis
evaluation [22] and for the prediction of the fade margins for broadband wireless access networks [23].
Finally, the dynamic diversity gain is evaluated for a pico-scale site diversity system. The dynamic
diversity gain in general can be used for the design of pico-scale site diversity systems, such a sports
event broadcast with the antennas established around the stadium and also for smart diversity systems.
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